The Student Union marketing department and Department of Leadership and Campus Life are proud to offer assistance to all registered/recognized student organizations for their marketing and graphic design needs. We work with student organizations to produce dynamic and effective informational and promotional materials in a timely and affordable manner. Marketing and graphic design assistance is available to cover the full spectrum of student organizations’ needs. We are here to help. To request design and/or marketing assistance, student organizations should complete a project request online at http://lcl.okstate.edu/projectrequest
The lead times listed are the minimum amounts of time needed to fulfill any project request. As a general rule, the earlier project requests are received, the easier it will be to accommodate changes and meet deadlines.

a-frames | 2 weeks    flyers | 2 weeks
banners | 3 weeks    logos | 3 weeks
booklets | 6 weeks    o'colly ads | 2 weeks
brochures | 4 weeks    posters | 2 weeks

Un exhaustive list of materials:
- A-frame
- Flyers
- Posters
- Banners
- Logos
- Booklets
- O'colly ads

The lead times listed are the minimum amounts of time needed to fulfill any project request. As a general rule, the earlier project requests are received, the easier it will be to accommodate changes and meet deadlines.

availability.
- Client must be representing a student organization for a bona fide organizational purpose.
- The organization must be recognized by the Department of Leadership and Campus Life and be in good standing.
- Graphic design services are partly funded by the Department of Leadership and Campus Life.

scheduling.
- A minimum of two weeks lead time required for all projects. We will not accept projects that must be finished in a shorter amount of time.
- Allow time before your event not only for the design of the project, but also its printing, publication and/or distribution.
- Services provided on a first-come, first-serve basis.
- Cannot guarantee the completion of a project if the department is working at full capacity. Notification will be given immediately if completion of a project is not possible.

content.
- All edited text, logos, photographs, artwork or other materials pertinent to the content of the project must be submitted to the designer before work on the project can begin.
- If all materials are not provided, the graphic designer will hold the job until they are made available. The deadline will then be adjusted accordingly.
- Text must be reviewed and edited by your department, committee or organization before submission.
- Excessive text edits while the project is in progress may result in penalty fees.
- We reserve the right to limit the number of hours spent to complete any project.

art approval.
- The contact person for each student organization requesting graphic design services will receive proofs of all work via e-mail unless otherwise indicated.
- Only one person may be the contact for a designated project. Working with one contact person ensures faster final decisions and design consistency.
- No work will be printed unless the proof has been approved and any necessary changes have been made.
- A delay in returning proofs from the student organization contact person may result in a delay of printing or final delivery.

pricing.

a-frames.
A-frame work orders and artwork must be submitted no later than 7 working days before the posting start date. They may only remain on display on campus for 10 days. Many campus locations are restricted to six a-frames per location and are assigned on a first come, first served basis.

student organizations & campus departments . . . . . . . . $75/each

flyers + posters.
We are currently transitioning any and all printing to go through FedEx in the Student Union Basement (SU 060). Until we have the accounts settled we highly recommend you to print through FedEx. Keep in mind they do not accept student organization account numbers, but they do accept p-cards, credit cards and cash.

If you are wanting to participate in our 100 free prints deal per semester you must coordinate with Kailey Bookout in order to have the project printed. Without the Student Union Marketing Department’s approval no student organization will be able to walk into the print center to request the free prints. For any questions about printing options or pricing you can either visit the printing center (SU 060), contact FedEx at usa4113@fedex.com or Kailey Bookout at 405.744.5046.

billing.
- Student organizations are provided graphic design services free of charge and will only be charged for materials used.
- Any charges incurred by the student organization will be billed to the organization’s campus account. We are unable to accept any other form of payment.
- To open an account, or to check on the status of an account, please contact Leadership and Campus Life at (405) 744-5488.

project restrictions, usage rights and waste.
- Spec work is strictly prohibited. Do not employ the graphic designer if you do not plan to use the designs produced.
- The copyright on all work produced may not be altered without permission.
- To protect the integrity of our work, the graphic designer retains ownership of all original designs.
- The client may not alter or adapt any design without approval.
- If a client decides to cancel a project after work has begun, the client must notify the designer of the cancellation immediately. Failure to do so may result in penalty fees.
- Abuse or waste of services and/or resources may result in termination of them indefinitely.

university trademarks and images.
- When the university trademarks, logos, name and/or other images associated with the university are used, such use must be in compliance with the OSU Official Style Guide and trademark licensing policy guidelines.
- Any items for commercial or promotional use must be produced by a licensed vendor.
- A list of current vendors may be obtained from the Office of Trademarks and Licensing at trademarks.okstate.edu.
- Trademarks may not be used in conjunction with corporations or external organizations in a manner that implies university endorsement or sponsorship.

violations and penalties.
- Any violation of these policies will limit the client’s future use of graphic design services, up to the possible termination of services at the discretion of the department.